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Experienced Retail Stock Clerk with previous managerial experience who is able to
maintain several aisles of shelves simultaneously. Adept at being able to cycle 
products in and out based on inventory reports. Also setting up sales floor 
marketing displays. Specializes in big box department stores and grocery stores.

MARCH 2009 – 2021
RETAIL STOCK CLERK - BEST BUY

 Assisted customers in products that they were unable to locate.
 Assisted customers at checkout and bag groceries.
 Built attractive displays and stock shelves.
 Selected and gathered products to fulfill customer&rsquo;s online orders.
 Prepared gourmet dishes, make artisan sandwiches and serve local and 

imported cheeses.
 Baked fresh breads and cookies, decorate cakes and serve personalized coffees.
 Created artistic floral arrangements.

2009 – 2009
RETAIL STOCK CLERK - DELTA CORPORATION

 Stocking merchandise in all Walmart stores in Tallahassee, Fl.
 Remodel Walmart stores and assisted customers.
 Maintained a clean and friendly environment for customers Received grocery 

deliveries Responded to customer questions politely and accurately.
 Kmart Corporation - Clinton, MD Compare merchandise invoices to items 

actually received to ensure that shipments are correct.
 Receive, open, unpack and issue sales floor merchandise Operate multiple 

forklifts as needed.
 Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with new or transferred 

merchandise Take inventory or examine merchandise to identify items to be .
 Responsible for unloading each delivery truck and checking the product into the

inventory system - Checked sales floor shelves several times a day .

EDUCATION

BS In Retail
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SKILLS

Retail, Communication Skills, Sales
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